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Purpose:	To	evaluate	the	change	in	broadband	(W/W),	red	on	blue	(R/B),	and	blue	on	yellow	(B/Y)	photopic	
negative response (PhNR) in patients with diabetes mellitus with no diabetic retinopathy (no DR) and 
different	 stages	of	DR	and	compare	 it	with	age‑matched	controls.	This	 study	was	performed	 to	provide	
a single PhNR protocol that can be used for early diagnosis of DR. Methods: It was a cross-sectional 
case‑control	 study	 done	 in	 a	 hospital	 setup.	 Patients	with	 diabetes	with	 no	DR	 and	 different	 stages	 of	
DR with no other associated ocular pathologies were included. Age-matched controls with no retinal 
pathologies were also included for comparison. All subjects underwent detailed ophthalmic examination 
and	W/W,	R/B,	and	B/Y	electroretinography.	Fifty	control	eyes	and	52	treatment	naïve	eyes	of	52	patients	
with	diabetes	[no	DR	=	11,	mild	nonproliferative	diabetic	retinopathy	(NPDR)	=11,	moderate	NPDR	=	10,	
severe	NPDR	=	9,	and	proliferative	DR	=	11]	were	included	in	the	study.	Results: On comparing the ERG 
responses	in	patients	with	diabetes	and	age‑matched	controls,	a	significant	reduction	(P < 0.05) was noted 
in the amplitudes of a-wave (39.78 ± 11.34 µV vs. 67.28 ± 12.88 µV), b-wave (116.25 ± 45.25 vs. 134.39 ± 
28.78 µV),	W/W	PhNR	(33.86	±	17.33	vs.	67.18	±	15.99	µV),	R/B	PhNR	(28.77	±	15.85	vs.	53.48	±	14.15	µV), and 
B/Y	PhNR	(55.04	±	32.63	vs.	104.79	±	24.37	µV). Post hoc analysis revealed that all the eyes in the diabetic 
group,	including	those	with	no	DR,	had	a	significantly	reduced	PhNR	amplitude	(P < 0.05) when compared 
with controls. PhNR was found to reduce in amplitude with increasing severity of DR (P < 0.05), with more 
significance	in	B/Y.	Receiver	operating	characteristic	showed	highest	area	under	the	curve	in	B/Y	PhNR	(94%, 
P <	0.001),	with	maximum	sensitivity	and	specificity	of	88%	and	87%,	respectively.	Conclusion: Changes 
in	 the	 amplitude	 and	 implicit	 time	 of	 ERG	 can	 reflect	 the	 severity	 of	DR.	 PhNR	 amplitudes,	 especially	
B/Y	PhNR,	appear	to	be	significantly	reduced	even	in	eyes	with	no	DR.
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Diabetic retinopathy (DR), till recently, has been described 
as a chronic microvascular complication seen in the retina 
due to systemic diabetes.[1] However, the theory of retinal 
neurodegeneration in the early stages of the disease has recently 
gained importance. Many factors have been linked to the 
neuroretinal damage in diabetes, including neural apoptosis 
of retinal cells (ganglion, amacrine, and muller cells), increased 
expression of the glial fibrillary acidic protein in Muller 
cells, reduction in neuroprotective factors, and glutamate 
excitotoxicity.[2,3] Studies report a control in the severity of DR 
associated with good glycemic control.[4]

Photopic negative response (PhNR) is a slow, negative-going 
response	after	b‑wave	in	full‑field	electroretinogram	(ERG).	It	
was	first	observed	by	Viswanathan	et al.[5] and examined on 
experimental monkeys by injecting tetrodotoxin. The PhNR 
amplitude has been found to be reduced in human glaucoma 
subjects[5-7] and has been reported to be a sensitive biomarker 
of retinal ischemia and DR.[8-10] A study by Kim et al.[8] reported 

a reduction in amplitude and a delay in implicit time of 
white‑on‑white	(W/W)	broadband	PhNR	in	eyes	with	moderate	
to severe nonproliferative diabetic retinopathy (NPDR) even 
when	the	a‑wave	and	b‑wave	were	unaffected.	Reduction	in	
amplitude and delay in implicit time of PhNR was also found 
in patients with diabetes but no clinical DR (no DR) compared 
to	controls	using	a	red	flash	over	a	blue	background.[9] Blue 
flashes	over	amber	background	ERG	obtained	from	subjects	
with adolescent type 1 diabetes also showed a reduced PhNR 
amplitude with a delayed implicit time.[10] The role of PhNR 
in early detection of diabetic retinopathy has not been studied 
extensively, especially using monochromatic stimuli. In the 
present	study,	we	aimed	to	evaluate	different	chromatic	stimuli	
to	elicit	PhNR	and	determine	the	effect	of	severity	of	DR	on	
ERG	parameters.	W/W	 stimulus	was	used	 to	 obtain	mass	
response from all the cone photoreceptors,[11]	 and	different	
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monochromatic stimuli were used to selectively stimulate 
different	cones	and	ganglion	cell	types	present	in	the	retina.[12]

Methods
The study was performed according to the tenets of the 
Declaration of Helsinki and was approved by the local ethics 
committee.	Written	 informed	consent	was	obtained	prior	 to	
examination from all participants after an explanation of the 
nature	 and	possible	 consequences	of	 the	 study.	This	was	a	
cross-sectional, observational, case-control study. Fifty-two 
eyes of 52 subjects with diabetes and 50 age-matched healthy 
participants (50 eyes, aged 30–70 years) were recruited as cases 
and controls, respectively. Healthy subjects with no ocular 
pathology, no history of ocular and traumatic brain injury, 
ocular surgery, steroid intake, or lazy eye, and having visual 
acuity	better	than	or	equal	to	20/25	were	included	in	the	control	
group. Eyes with myopia and hypermetropia more than ±5.00 D 
(spherical	equivalent)	in	any	of	the	groups	were	excluded	from	
the study. Subjects with a history of diabetes were included 
in the DR group. Treatment naïve eyes were included and 
classified	 into	no	DR,	mild	NPDR,	moderate	NPDR,	 severe	
NPDR,	and	proliferative	DR	(PDR).	The	classification	of	DR	
was	based	on	 funduscopic	findings	and	was	 in	 accordance	
with the International Clinical Diabetic Retinopathy Disease 
Severity Scale.[13] Eyes with diabetic macular edema were also 
excluded from the study.

After 10 min of background light adaptation, the photopic 
ERG was recorded simultaneously in both the eyes after 
complete pupillary dilatation with 1% tropicamide for all the 
participants using VERIS Ganzfeld (Visual-Evoked Response 
Imaging System, version 6.4.2; Electro-Diagnostic Imaging Inc., 
Redwood City, CA). Burian–Allen contact lens electrodes were 
used as active electrodes and were placed on both the eyes 
after instilling a drop of topical anesthesia. Lubricating eye 
drops were instilled over the concave side of the polymethyl 
methacrylate (PMMA) lens to prevent the cornea from dryness. 
A gold cup electrode placed on the earlobe after application 
of electroconductive paste was considered the ground 
electrode. Electrode placement was as per the guidelines of 
the International Standard of Clinical Electrophysiology and 
Vision science.[14] The test procedure was performed for each 
color stimuli. The second negative lowest trough, after the 
b-wave and i-wave measured from the baseline, was considered 
as the PhNR wave.

In the control group, only right eyes were included, and 
in the diabetic group, one eye of each individual (worse eye, 
based on the DR severity scale[13]) was included for analysis. 
The median time duration of total procedure per patient was 
2.4 h, which included clinical workup, dilation, fundus photo, 
optical coherence tomography (OCT), and three ERG protocols.

To	begin	with,	W/W	PhNR	was	done	with	a	flash	strength	
of	 3.50	 cd.s/m2	 over	 10	 cd/m2 after 10 min of background 
adaptation.	 Following	W/W,	R/B	PhNR	was	done	using	 a	
3.50‑cd.s/m2	 red	flash	 (peak	wavelength:	 635	nm)	 and	was	
projected	on	a	10‑cd/m2 blue background (peak wavelength: 
450 nm) after 10 min of background adaptation. Following 
this,	B/Y	PhNR	was	performed	using	a	blue	(peak	wavelength:	
448	 nm)	 stimulus	 of	 1.00‑cd.s/m2 flash strength and was 
projected	over	a	10‑cd/m2 yellow (peak wavelength: 592 nm) 
after 10 min of background adaptation. The order and 

adaptation protocol were the same for all patients in both 
groups.	Each	patient	was	presented	50	flashes	for	all	protocols	
before averaging 10 well-defined waveforms for further 
analysis.	Duration	of	 all	 flashes	was	kept	 constant	 (4	ms).	
Responses	were	amplified	at	 5K	gain,	 and	bandwidth	filter	
frequency	was	 set	 at	 0.3–1000	Hz.	 The	 accuracy	 of	 color	
wavelengths	was	confirmed	by	using	a	photometer	 (PR655,	
SpectraScan, Spectroradiometer, Photoresearch, Inc). Selection 
of	 specific	flash	 strengths	 and	background	 intensities	 from	
all the three protocols were taken from our earlier published 
paper[15] where we selected a specific flash strength and 
background	based	on	the	response	with	the	most	well‑defined	
peak before the saturation occurs.

All subjects of the diabetic group underwent Fundus 
photography (FF 450 Plus with Visupac, Zeiss, USA) and 
optical coherence tomography (CirrusTM HD-OCT 500, Carl 
Zeiss Meditec, Dublin, CA) before ERG test (minimum 30 min 
prior)	for	documentation	and	classification	of	DR.

Statistical analysis
Mean age was compared between the two groups by using 
independent sample t‑test.	Comparison	of	W/W,	R/B,	and	B/Y	
responses	between	controls	(n	=	50)	and	diabetic	group	(n	=	52)	
was done using independent sample t-test. Comparison among 
different severities of the diabetic group was done using 
ANOVA, and post hoc analysis was done with a Bonferroni test 
with a conservative P value of 0.008. Independent sample t-test 
was done between controls and stages of retinopathy (P < 0.05). 
A receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve analysis was 
done	between	W/W,	R/B,	and	B/Y	PhNR	in	controls	and	in	the	
DR group. Data entry was done in Microsoft Excel, version 2010, 
and statistical analysis was performed using IBM® Statistical 
Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS), version 20.

Results
All the subjects in the control group (50 eyes) had a visual 
acuity	of	20/20,	with	their	refractive	error	lying	between	±5.00	D	
(spherical	equivalent).	A	total	of	50	control	eyes	and	52	eyes	in	
the diabetic group were included and analyzed.

The	mean	age	of	controls	was	50.06	±	9.43	years	(males	=	21;	
females	 =	 29),	while	 the	mean	age	of	 the	 52	 subjects	 in	 the	
diabetic	group	(males	=	32;	females	=	20)	was	56.19	±	8.08	years.	
The	mean	age	was	not	significantly	different	(P	=	0.05)	between	
the two groups.

A	Flash	strength	of	3.50	cd.s/m2	for	W/W	and	R/B	and	of	
1.00	cd.s/m2	for	B/Y	ERG	were	used	for	comparison	between	
controls	(n	=	50)	and	diabetic	group	(n	=	52).	The	amplitudes	of	
a-wave, b-wave, and PhNR in the diabetic group as compared 
to	controls	were	significantly	reduced	(P	=	<	0.05)	[Tables 1a-1c]. 
The delay in mean implicit time between the diabetic group 
and	control	eyes	in	W/W	PhNR	(7.99	ms),	R/B	PhNR	(9.18	ms),	
and	B/Y	PhNR	(2.90	ms)	was	less	compared	to	the	reduction	
in amplitudes [Tables 1a-1c].

The 52 eyes from the diabetic group were subdivided as 
no	DR	(n	=	11),	mild	NPDR	(n	=	11),	moderate	NPDR	(n	=	10),	
severe	NPDR	 (n	 =	 9),	 and	 PDR	 (n	 =	 11).	 ERG	 in	 these	
eyes, when compared to controls, showed a statistically 
significant	decrease	 in	 the	amplitudes	and	delay	 in	 implicit	
time (P < 0.05) [Tables 2a-2c] in all three color stimuli except 
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W/W	b‑wave	 implicit	 time	 (P	 =	 0.51),	 B/Y	b‑wave	 implicit	
time (P	=	0.14),	and	B/Y	PhNR	implicit	time	(P	=	0.63).

Bonferroni post hoc	analysis	of	ERG	parameters	with	different	
stages of DR is given in Tables 2a, 2b, and 2c. The comparison 
between the control and diabetic groups (control vs. no DR, 
control vs. mild NPDR, control vs. moderate NPDR, control 
vs. severe NPDR, and control vs. PDR) showed a reduction 
in mean amplitude in all PhNR parameters as the severity of 
DR increased [Table 3]. The a-wave and b-wave amplitudes 
were also reduced in all stages of diabetic retinopathy but the 
decrease	was	 less	 significant	as	 compared	 to	 the	decrease	 in	
all	PhNR	amplitudes	 (W/W,	R/B,	 and	B/Y).	All	 three	PhNR	
amplitudes	were	significantly	low	even	in	the	no	DR	and	mild	
NPDR groups (P < 0.05) as compared to controls. In the control 
and	no	DR	groups,	the	mean	amplitude	reduction	in	B/Y	PhNR	
was maximum (40.18 µV)	as	compared	to	W/W	(25.67	µV) and 
R/B	(12.88	µV). Fig. 1	shows	different	PhNR	responses	among	
normal	compared	to	diabetic	eyes	with	different	severities	of	DR,	
and Fig. 2	represents	the	fundus	photo	corresponding	to	different	
groups along with PhNR responses. [Insert Figs. 1 and 2].

The receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve was 
analyzed	for	all	the	three	color‑stimuli	(W/W,	R/B,	and	B/Y)	
PhNR among controls and the diabetic group. The largest area 

under	the	curve	(AUC)	was	seen	in	B/Y	PhNR	(94%, P < 0.001), 
with	maximum	sensitivity	 and	 specificity	of	 88%	and	87%,	
respectively.	The	W/W	PhNR	also	showed	an	almost	a	similar	
AUC (92%, P <	0.001)	with	a	sensitivity	and	specificity	of	84%	
and	81%,	respectively.	R/B	PhNR	showed	lesser	but	significant	
AUC (87%, P <	0.001)	with	a	sensitivity	and	specificity	of	74%	
and 78%, respectively [Table 4]. Fig. 3 represents the ROC curve 
of	PhNR	with	different	color	stimuli	in	the	diabetic	group.

Discussion
The PhNR is known to predominantly originate from the 
spiking activity of retinal ganglion cells (RGC).[5-7] Inhibition of 
electrical activity of the RGCs and amacrine cells was observed 
in experimental monkeys with induced glaucoma.[5] In patients 
with DR, the RGCs are at risk of damage due to retinal toxicity 
with increased glutamate levels, as seen in eyes with diabetes. 
Earlier studies have noted a reduction of PhNR amplitude with 
a delay in implicit time in eyes of patients with diabetes.[8-10] 
In	the	present	study,	different	chromatic	stimuli	were	used	to	
elicit	ERG	in	subjects	with	different	stages	of	DR	to	determine	
which	parameter	was	most	affected	in	patients	with	diabetes.

In the present study, the reduction in amplitudes of 
a‑wave,	 b‑wave,	W/W	PhNR,	 R/B	 PhNR,	 and	 B/Y	 PhNR	

Table 1b: Amplitudes and implicit times of red on blue ERG in controls and diabetic eyes

a‑wave b‑wave PhNR

Amplitude Implicit time Amplitude Implicit time Amplitude Implicit time

Controls (n=50) 50.45±10.02 16.59±0.95 132.02±23.97 35.16±2.05 53.48±14.15 72.99±5.43

Diabetic (n=52) 36.81±10.24 18.89±1.70 112.09±35.57 40.04±6.28 28.77±15.85 82.18±8.98

Mean 
difference (CI)

13.63 (9.65-
17.62)

−2.29 (−2.83‑
−1.74)

19.92 (7.96-
31.88)

−4.88 (−6.73‑
−3.03)

24.71 (18.80-
30.62)

−9.18 (−12.12‑
−6.25)

P <0.0001* <0.0001* 0.001* <0.0001* <0.0001* <0.0001*

*Statistically significant, Independent sample t-test was performed (P=<0.05), CI=Confidence interval, PhNR: Photopic negative response

Table 1c: Amplitudes and implicit times of blue on yellow ERG in controls and diabetic eyes

a‑wave b‑wave PhNR

Amplitude Implicit time Amplitude Implicit time Amplitude Implicit time

Controls (n=50) 103.94±22.18 17.38±1.55 195.46±52.22 36.61±9.30 107.68±25.37 101.22±19.46

Diabetic (n=52) 46.37±20.73 21.19±3.06 112.72±41.87 39.98±5.23 55.04±32.63 103.32±20.93

Mean 
difference (CI)

57.57 (49.13-
66.00)

−3.81 (−4.77‑
−2.85)

82.74 (64.18-
101.30)

−3.36 (−6.31‑
−0.41)

52.64 (41.12-
64.15)

2.09 (−10.04‑
−5.85)

P <0.0001* <0.0001* <0.0001* 0.02* <0.0001* 0.6

*Statistically significant, Independent sample t-test was performed (P=<0.05), CI=Confidence interval, PhNR: Photopic negative response

Table 1a: Amplitudes and implicit times of broadband ERG in controls and diabetic eyes

a‑wave b‑wave PhNR

Amplitude Implicit time Amplitude Implicit time Amplitude Implicit time

Controls (n=50) 67.28±12.88 16.72±1.01 134.39±28.78 38.07±1.70 67.18±15.99 72.56±7.61

Diabetic (n=52) 39.78±11.34 19.57±1.64 116.25±45.25 37.91±4.20 33.86±17.33 80.55±9.24

Mean 
difference (CI)

27.50 (22.74-
32.26)

−2.85 (−4.38‑
−1.31)

17.86 (2.90-
32.83)

−1.84 (−3.11‑
−0.57)

33.31 (26.75-
39.87)

−7.99 (−11.32‑
−4.67)

P <0.0001* <0.0001* 0.02* 0.005* <0.0001* <0.0001*

*Statistically significant, Independent sample t-test was performed (P<0.05), CI=Confidence interval, PhNR: Photopic negative response
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was	significant	(P < 0.05) in the diabetic group as compared 
to the controls. The reduction of PhNR mean amplitudes 
in	W/W,	R/B,	 and	B/Y	was	greater	as	 compared	 to	a‑wave	
and b-wave amplitude reduction [Tables 1a, 1b, and 1c], 
suggesting	PhNR	to	be	affected	more	severely	by	DR.	Also,	
a comparison between the diabetic and control groups 
showed	a	maximum	reduction	in	the	mean	amplitude	of	B/Y	
PhNR (52.64 µV)	compared	to	W/W	(33.31	µV)	and	R/B	PhNR	

(24.71 µV) [Tables 1a-1c]. The delay in implicit time was 
statistically	significant	in	W/W	and	R/B	PhNR	(P < 0.05) but 
was	not	significant	 in	B/Y	PhNR	(P	=	0.6).	Kim	et al.[8] also 
reported delay in PhNR implicit times in eyes with diabetes 
as	compared	to	controls	using	W/W	ERG.	Moreover,	because	
of	a	marked	 reduction	 in	B/Y	PhNR	 (more	 than	W/W	and	
R/B	PhNR),	especially	in	severe	cases,	it	may	be	difficult	to	
accurately assess the implicit times.

Table 2c: Amplitudes and implicit times of PhNR in broadband and monochromatic ERG in controls and different 
severities of diabetic retinopathy

Broadband Red on blue Blue on yellow

Amplitude Implicit time Amplitude Implicit time Amplitude Implicit time

Controls (n=50) 67.19±16.00 72.56±7.61 53.48±14.15 73.00±5.43 107.68±25.37 101.22±19.46

No DR (n=11) 41.51±11.57 74.77±8.00 40.60±11.76 78.21±8.08 64.61±34.94 104.78±22.16

Mild NPDR (n=11) 35.42±17.25 76.49±6.60 33.03±13.42 78.48±9.13 57.78±32.57 106.60±24.93

Moderate NPDR (n=10) 25.13±14.35 81.17±7.34 22.74±13.89 84.83±10.79 49.04±28.30 95.09±18.22

Severe NPDR (n=9) 28.90±12.20 83.24±11.19 25.24±14.57 83.79±7.94 44.75±30.11 99.62±19.25

PDR (n=11) 29.39±18.24 87.65±7.89 12.84±9.62 86.17±7.00 40.03±34.49 109.09±0.19.91
†F statistic 26.09, 8.92, 23.03, 10.56, 26.21, 0.68,
P <0.0001* <0.0001* <0.0001* <0.0001* <0.0001* 0.63

DR: Diabetic retinopathy, NPDR: Nonproliferative DR, PDR: Proliferative DR, PhNR: Photopic negative response. Statistical ANOVA test was performed, 
*Statistically significant. Bonferroni post hoc test with a conservative P<0.008

Table 2a: Amplitudes and implicit times of a‑wave in broadband and monochromatic ERG in controls and different severities 
of diabetic retinopathy

Broadband Red on blue Blue on yellow

Amplitude Implicit time Amplitude Implicit time Amplitude Implicit time

Controls (n=50) 67.28±12.88 16.72±1.02 50.45±10.03 16.60±0.95 103.95±22.18 17.39±1.55

No DR (n=11) 46.00±11.57 17.72±1.45 40.09±8.73 17.84±1.16 48.92±19.01 19.81±2.73

Mild NPDR (n=11) 42.22±6.61 21.72±11.22 37.44±8.68 18.63±1.35 48.60±18.78 20.30±2.72

Moderate NPDR (n=10) 38.00±7.07 18.91±1.83 36.57±9.44 18.66±2.46  45.11±22.62 20.76±2.62

Severe NPDR (n=9) 36.03±10.57 18.93±1.53 32.52±6.67 19.25±0.85 46.81±13.58 22.51±3.63

PDR (n=11) 35.77±16.16 20.37±1.95 28.44±12.20 20.11±1.55 42.41±28.94 22.78±2.97
†F statistic 27.84, 4.20, 12.52, 19.62, 35.61, 16.35,
P <0.0001* <0.002* <0.0001* <0.0001* <0.0001* <0.0001*

DR: Diabetic retinopathy, NPDR: Nonproliferative DR, PDR: Proliferative DR. Statistical ANOVA test was performed, *statistically significant. Bonferroni post hoc 
test with a conservative P<0.008

Table 2b: Amplitudes and implicit times of b‑wave in broadband and monochromatic ERG in controls and different 
severities of diabetic retinopathy

Broadband Red on blue Blue on yellow

Amplitude Implicit time Amplitude Implicit time Amplitude Implicit time

Controls (n=50) 134.39±28.78 38.67±1.71 132.02±23.97 35.16±2.05 195.46±52.46 36.01±2.10

No DR (n=11) 138.66±54.48 35.30±2.93 122.48±31.61 40.60±11.62 123.26±48.98 38.06±4.84

Mild NPDR (n=11) 125.34±39.17 36.36±3.40 109.86±28.33 37.72±3.89 127.51±37.30 38.72±4.48

Moderate NPDR (n=10) 126.09±39.11 38.70±3.96 124.01±40.40 39.62±3.57 114.47±34.05 40.10±6.50

Severe NPDR (n=9) 102.59±31.88 37.82±4.10 110.50±29.27 40.45±4.25 104.18±34.27 39.55±3.19

PDR (n=11) 88.25±44.50 41.43±4.20 94.40±43.40 41.85±3.90 92.79±47.95 43.39±5.26
†F statistic 3.89, 0.85, 3.60, 6.42, 16.40, 1.67,
P <0.003* 0.51 <0.005* <0.0001* <0.0001* 0.14

DR: Diabetic retinopathy, NPDR: Nonproliferative DR, PDR: Proliferative DR, PhNR: Photopic negative response, Sig: Significance. Statistical ANOVA test was 
performed, *statistically significant. Bonferroni post hoc test with a conservative P<0.008
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We observed a reduction in amplitudes and delay in implicit 
times	of	a‑wave,	b‑wave,	and	three	chromatic	PhNR	(W/W,	R/B,	and	
B/Y)	in	all	stages	of	DR.	As	the	severity	of	disease	increases,	a	greater	
decrease in PhNR amplitudes is seen [Tables 2a, 2b, and 2c]. The 
reduction	of	B/Y	PhNR	was	consistently	higher	compared	to	W/W	
and	R/B	PhNR.	The	mean	difference	between	controls	and	no	DR	
in	B/Y	PhNR	was	43.07	µV,	whereas	in	W/W	PhNR,	the	difference	
was only 25.68 µV,	and	in	R/B	PhNR,	the	difference	was	12.88	µV 
[Tables 2a, 2b, and 2c]. Post hoc Bonferroni revealed a reduction 
in PhNR amplitudes even in those with no clinically visible DR 
compared to controls (supplementary material 2), which somewhat 
differs	 from	the	observations	by	Park	et al.[16] who reported a 
decrease in amplitudes only in the moderate NPDR group.

The	B/Y	PhNR	and	W/W	PhNR	showed	highest	AUC	of	94%	
and	92%,	respectively.	Maximum	sensitivity	and	specificity	
were	 observed	 in	 B/Y	PhNR	 (88%	 and	 87%,	 respectively)	
compared	 to	W/W	 PhNR	 (84%	 and	 81%,	 respectively)	
and	R/B	 (74%	and	 78%,	 respectively).	 The	R/B	PhNR	had	
a comparatively lower AUC as well (87%). Studies have 
reported an increased level of glutamate in the vitreous of 
rats with streptozotocin-induced diabetes.[17,18] Glutamate 
toxicity in cerebellar granule cells is found to increase 
neurofilament	phosphorylation.[19] Increased phosphorylation 
of neurofilaments, including in the axons of neurons 
such as retinal ganglion cells, is considered a feature of 
neurodegeneration.[20]

Figure 2: Comparison of fundus photo and PhNR among normal and different severity of diabetic retinopathy with three different color stimuli

Figure 1: Comparison between normal and diabetic with no clinically visible DR and different severities of DR in W/W, R/B, and B/Y PhNR
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This reduction in the RGCs is well picked up by 
more severe affection of the PhNR. Reduction in PhNR 
amplitude is considered a major biomarker in terms of 
clinical diagnosis compared to the delay in implicit time.[10] 
The current study also satisfies the same as the reduction 
in PhNR amplitude in the diabetic group (especially 
B/Y	PhNR)	 is	much	 larger	 (no	DR:	43.07	mV,	PDR:	67.67	
mV) [Table 2c] as compared to the delay in implicit 
time (3–8 ms delay) [Table 2c].

B/Y	 PhNR	was	 observed	 to	 be	 a	 better	 indicator	 as	
compared	to	W/W	PhNR	in	the	present	study	because	of	its	
significant	reduction	of	amplitude	even	in	early	stages	of	DR.	
Short-wavelength (S-cone) ERG has also been studied in eyes 
of	patients	with	diabetes	and	has	shown	a	significant	reduction	
in the amplitudes.[10,21,22] S-cone pathways play an important 
role in the pathogenesis of DR because of their increased 
vulnerability.	While	W/W	PhNR	elicits	 responses	 from	all	
three	 cone	 types,	 especially	 from	 the	L/M‑cone	pathways,	
B/Y	 has	 a	major	 contribution	 from	 the	 S‑cone	 pathways.	
Reportedly, loss of functional integrity of S-cone pathways 
occurs earlier than the visible vascular changes occurring in 
patients with diabetes.[23-25] Patients with early diabetes have 
shown a greater loss in sensitivity of S-cone pathways as 
compared	to	L/M‑cone.[26] Also, a large and selective decrease 
in	amplitudes	of	B/Y	PhNR	may	be	due	to	early	loss	of	integrity	
of	the	small	bi‑stratified	ganglion	cells	found	only	in	the	S‑cone	
pathways.[10]

This	could	explain	the	more	severe	affection	of	the	B/Y	PhNR	
responses seen in the current study.

The current study had few limitations. The study sample 
is relatively small. Moreover, the association between PhNR 
changes with glycemic control has not been observed. 
Longitudinal	studies	to	look	for	the	effect	of	diabetes	control	
on PhNR as well as comparison with other functional 
parameters can be done in future studies with a larger 
sample size.Ta
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Figure 3: Receiver operating characteristic curve of photopic negative 
response in diabetic eyes
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Conclusion
To the best of our knowledge, the comparison of various 
chromatic	stimuli	(i.e.,	W/W,	R/B,	and	B/Y)	in	various	stages	
of DR has not been previously observed and compared in any 
study.

This evaluation of ERG parameters in various stages of DR 
shows	us	that	affection	of	functional	changes	in	the	retina	as	
determined by ERG can occur much before visible diabetic 
retinopathy. PhNR amplitude can be the single most useful 
screening tool in patients with diabetes, and the reduction 
of PhNR amplitude can be considered as a biomarker for the 
development of DR and can be used to educate patients for 
better	 control	of	diabetes	and	prevent	DR.	However,	 larger	
studies are necessary to further evaluate its widespread clinical 
application in the management of diabetic patients.
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Commentary: From diabetic 
retinopathy toward diabetic retinal 
disease

In the year 2018, Abramoff MD and colleagues from the 
University of Iowa, United States came up with a new term 
to describe retinal involvement in diabetes mellitus.[1] They 
proposed	that	the	term	“diabetic	retinal	disease”	should	be	used	
instead	of	“diabetic	retinopathy.”	Their	assertions	were	based	
on	the	fact	that	the	existing	classification	of	diabetic	retinopathy	
does not take into account newer imaging characteristics and 
newer pathophysiological insights into retinal involvement in 
diabetes mellitus. By the newer imaging characteristics, they 
meant	ultra‑widefield	 retinal	 imaging	 and	high‑resolution	
optical coherence tomography. It is noteworthy that the Early 
Treatment Diabetic Retinopathy Study focused only on the 
75 degree of the posterior pole of the retina. They further 
argued that standard use of optical coherence tomography in 
the management of diabetic retinopathy has been limited to 
measurement of central macular thickness and correlating it 
with	treatment	response,	whereas	recent	qualitative	markers	
such as disorganization of inner retinal layer, photoreceptor 
length, and the integrity of the external limiting membrane 
and	ellipsoid	zone	are	yet	 to	find	suitable	 representation	 in	
the	diabetic	retinopathy	classification	system.	The	assessment	
of neuroretina with optical coherence tomography was an 
additional aspect that they found underutilized especially 
with the recent body of developing evidence which suggests 
that retinal neuropathy may coexist or even precede the 
development of retinopathy in diabetes mellitus. Diabetic 
retinal neuropathy is the term that encompasses the neural 
changes in the retina seen in eyes with diabetes mellitus.[1,2] It 
includes alterations in the structure such as neural apoptosis, 
ganglion cell loss, gliosis, and inner retinal thinning. The 
functional	effects	of	these	changes	on	dark	adaptation,	color,	
and contrast sensitivity are captured by electroretinogram, 
microperimetry, and other respective investigations. They 
suggested further studies incorporating diabetic retinal 
neuropathy changes along with diabetic retinopathy under a 
broad term of diabetic retinal disease.

It is indeed real that the current management of diabetic 
macular edema is mainly aimed toward reduction in central 
macular thickness. However, a reduced or restored anatomy of 
the macula does not always lead to improvement or restoration 
of visual acuity. Ongoing diabetic retinal neuropathy has 
been linked to suboptimal visual gain in spite of successful 
treatment of diabetic macular edema.[3] An increasing body 

of evidence suggests that diabetic retinal neuropathy may 
be present in eyes with no clinical retinopathy.[1-3] However 
any possible causal association between neuropathy and 
retinopathy is still in the realms of future research.[1] Diabetic 
retinopathy has been considered as a marker of systemic 
neurodegenerative disorders such as Alzheimer’s disease and 
Parkinson’s	disease,	which	further	emphasizes	the	significance	
of diabetic retinal neuropathy as a component of diabetic 
retinal disease.[4]

Photopic negative response (PhNR) in full filed 
electroretinogram is a marker of retinal ganglion cell 
activity.[5] Loss of retinal ganglion cells is an integral aspect of 
diabetic retinal neuropathy and it was imperative that PhNR 
would have been studied in detail prior to the present study. 
However, the present study adds value to the existing body 
of literature by using both broadband (white on white) and 
monochromatic (red on blue and blue on yellow) PhNR and 
correlating them with various stages of diabetic retinopathy.[6] 
Authors	report	a	significant	reduction	in	both	broadband	and	
monochromatic PhNR amplitudes in eyes with diabetes mellitus 
compared	to	healthy	controls.	This	difference	was	present	even	
in eyes that did not have clinical diabetic retinopathy, and 
it	buttresses	 the	hypothesis	 that	diabetic	 retinal	neuropathy	
precedes clinical diabetic retinopathy. They further noted that 
the extent of reduction in the PhNR amplitudes correlated 
linearly with the severity of diabetic retinopathy, and it was 
more prominent with monochromatic blue on yellow PhNR. 
S cone pathways are affected earlier than L and M cone 
pathways in diabetic retinopathy.[7] S cone pathways are mainly 
responsible	for	blue	on	yellow	PhNR,	explaining	its	significant	
and earlier involvement in the spectrum of diabetic retinopathy. 
The present study is important because it opens up newer 
avenues	 for	 early	 risk	 stratification	of	 future	development	
of retinopathy in diabetic individuals. Reduction in PhNR 
amplitude, especially the monochromatic blue on yellow, has 
the potential of being used as a marker of the development 
of diabetic retinopathy. However, such an application would 
require	 further	 validations	with	 a	 larger	 sample	 size	 in	 a	
longitudinal study design.
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